About This Release:

- Date: August 29, 2011
- Platform Information:
  - DVI DC/MU/HN FAB C
    - CPU: Intel Cedarview-D (QS, QS’), Stepping: B1/B2
    - CPU ID: 0x30661h
  - Legacy MU/HN/LA FAB B
    - CPU: Intel Cedarview-D (QS), Stepping: B1
    - CPU ID: 0x30661h
- P-UNIT firmware version: 012
- Cedarview RC: Production 1.0.0
- NM10 RC: Production 1.6.0-2
- ACPI RC: Production 1.0.0
- Integrated Graphics Option ROM: Created by BMP 2.67e
- vBIOS: 1043
- PXE: v1.3.65

New Fixes/Features:

- Removed Power supervisor support for D2700MU.
- Added support for crisis recovery from USB CDROM.
- Changed fan “Minimum Duty Cycle” default value to 50 from 30.
- Updated BIOS compliance test solution.
- Fixed issue where the display flickers in BIOS setup menu or DOS.
- Fixed issue where Linux* OS (Ubuntu*, RHEL*, Fedora*) can’t be installed.
- Fixed hard drive password issues.

Known issue:

- Hard drives locked by BIOS version 0046 or earlier cannot be unlocked by version 0047 or later. Be sure to unlock the hard drive password, if set, before updating the BIOS from version 0046 or earlier to 0047.

About This Release:

- Date: August 17, 2011
- Platform Information:
  - DVI DC/MU/HN FAB C
    - CPU: Intel Cedarview-D (QS, QS’), Stepping: B1/B2
    - CPU ID: 0x30661h
  - Legacy MU/HN/LA FAB B

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
CPU: Intel Cedarview-D (QS), Stepping: B1
CPU ID: 0x30661h

- P-UNIT firmware version: 012
- Cedarview RC: Beta 0.9.1
- NM10 RC: Production 1.6.0-2
- ACPI RC: Beta 0.9.1
- Integrated Graphics Option ROM: Created by BMP 2.67e
- vBIOS: 1043
- PXE: v1.3.65

New Fixes/Features:
- Initial production BIOS release
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